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Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the 

questions that follow. Your answers should be based on the article. 

Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented with 

information in an interesting and challenging way. Today, I am going to give a talk about how 

you can use technology in Jordanian classrooms. Here are some ideas: Many classrooms now 

use a whiteboard as a computer screen.  

Teachers can perhaps ask their students to start writing a blog , either about their own lives or as 

if they were someone famous. Most young people communicate through social media, by which 

they send each other photos and messages via the Internet and post it . Some students like to 

send messages that are under 140 letters for anyone to read. Teachers can ask students to 

summarize information about what they have learnt in class in the same way. 

Another way of communicating with other schools is through talking to people over the 

computer. Most computers have cameras, You can also use this system to invite guest speakers 

to give talks over a computer. For example, scientists or teachers from another country could 

give a lesson to the class. If you had this type of lesson, the students would be very excited. 

Students often use computers at home if they have them. Students can use social media on their 

computers to help them with their studies, including asking other students to  

check and compare their work, asking questions and sharing ideas.  

Question Number One ( 60 points )  

1. You can use the computer with camera to invite two groups of people. Write down two of 

them                                                                                                                          (10 points) 

2. According to the text, there are conditions must be available that let students love learning 

more. Mention these conditions down.                                                                     (10 points) 

3. Find a word in the text which means “ to put a message on the internet “?           (8 points) 

4. Quote the sentence which indicates the usage of social media?                                 (8 points) 

5. What does the underlined phrase “them” refer to?                                                    (8 points) 

6. Teachers may ask students to start writing a blog that contains two main pieces of 

information. What are they?                                                                                       (8 points) 

7. What would life be like without computers, think of this statement and in two sentences 

write your point of view                                                                                             (8 points) 

SEE PAGE TWO… 



 

Question Number Two  ( 40 points )    

A) Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the following 

sentences . There are more words than you need . Write the answers down in your 

ANSWER BOOKLET .                                                                                           ( 20 points ) 

 

 

 

 

1. Although they are pocket-sized, ………………… are powerful computers as well as phones. 

2. We’d like to ……………………… and tell us if there is something missing. 

3. Tom can’t remember all his passwords and ………………, so he keeps them in a written 

list.  

4. A T.V crew is making a ……………… about the importance of preserving wildlife park 

today 

 

B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows:                (2 points) 
 

However, I don’t think finding these solutions means an end to all our troubles.  
 

What is the function of using “however” in the above sentence? 

 

 

C) Choose the correct answer from those given in brackets to compete the following 

sentences and write down the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET .                (18 points) 

1. Businessmen prefer to start their ……………………….. with the important issues.       

(negotiate       ,      negotiation    ,    negotiative 

2. Ali works for long hours in order to ………………………….. his financial problems .   

(   solve    ,    solution   ,    solvable) 

3. Saif is a …………………….salesman who can sell anything to anyone.   

(  proficiency,    proficiently   ,     proficient  ) 

4. To be ……………………… in English, you should daily practice it.  

(   fluency  ,     fluent  ,   fluently ) 

5. The new hand, which was developed   by Swiss and Italian scientists, was a huge………...   

(   improve  ,    improved,    improvement) 

6. I must carefully ………………. how much money I will spend in a holiday. 

(   calculate    , calculations     , calculative ) 

7. The new cancer’s drug will be the most important --------------------------- during this decade.  

(   discover    , discoverable   , discovery  ) 

8. The recycling project has been ----------------- carried out in my school. 

( success    ,   successful    ,  successfully   ,   succeed)  

9. Is one side of the brain more ------------ than the others? 

( dominate   ,   dominance   ,  dominant   ,   dominantly ) 

 

SEE PAGE THREE … 
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Question Number Three  ( 40 points )   

A) Choose the correct form of the verb from those given in brackets to complete each of         

the following sentences, then write your answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.    

                                                                   ( 25 points ) 

1. .a beautiful butterflies …………  from the tree by the children yesterday. 

(   catch,    caught    , were caught   ,    are caught ) 

2. Hind ………………. very hard for several weeks before she did her final exams.  

      ( work - worked - had worked - will work ) 

3. If my father went to university, he -------------------- a teacher.  

( will be   ,    could be   ,   could have been  ,   would be ) 

4. my grandfather ………………. From 1890 to 1976. 

(  lived   ,   is living   ,   live  ,  had lived  ) 

5. experts think that one day smart phones ……………….. to our skin in the future. 

(   attached  ,  will be attached  ,  were attached  ,  are attaching ) 

6. by the end of this week , we ……………….. all information for the project. 

( received   ,   were receiving   ,  will have received ) 

 
B) Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to       

the one before it and write the answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET .    ( 15 points ) 

1. “I have studied very hard for the exam” 

The student said  ………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. I think you should join a study group. 

If I were you, ……………………………………………………………………………… 

3. It is normal for me now to have a traffic jam on my way to work. 

I am ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Question number Four ( 30 points ) 

Choose the correct answer from those given in brackets to complete each of the following 

sentences, write down your answers in your ANSWER BOOKLET .  

1. If you want to keep your account turn ……………………..privacy setting. 

(   with    ,   out    ,    on   ,   about  )  

2. My father .......................... to drink coffee , but now he does 

( hasn’t used  ,  didn’t use   ,   wasn’t used   ,  doesn’t use ) 

3. Joining a gym can be very tiring at first if you ……….doing much exercise.  

(    didn't use to   ,    aren't used to    ,     haven’t used to  ,  weren’t use to  ) 

4. July and August are the months ………………….most people go on holiday. 

( who   ,   where    ,  which    ,  when    ) 

5. I work in a farm ……………….. sells fresh fruits and vegetables. 

(  which   ,   where   , when   ,    whose 
6. Ice melts if It ………………. warm  

(  got   ,   gets    ,   get    ,   would get ) 

SEE PAGE FOUR … 
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Question Number Five ( 30 points )    

A) EDITING . ( 10 points )   

 Imagine that you are an editor in the Jordan Times . You are asked to edit the following 

lines which have four mistakes. Correct these mistakes and write the correct answers in 

your ANSWER  BOOKLET.   

 

In 1958 CE, the computer ship was developed. The first computer game was produced in 

1962 CE, followed two years later by the computer mouse, In 1971 CE, the fluppy disk 

was invented, who meant that information could be share between computers. The first PC 

(personal computer) was produced in 1974 CE, so people could bought computers to use at 

home. 

 

B) GUIDED WRITING  ( 6 points )   

Read the information in the table below about the internet of things , and then in your 

ANSWER BOOKLT ,write two sentences about them . Use the appropriate linking words 

you need .                            

 

what will people be doing in the future 

- work in virtual offices.  

- travel by flying cars.  

- they use robots as servants.  

- studying by internet. 

 

C) In your ANSWER BOOKLT , write a composition of about 120 words on one of the 

following.      ( 14 points )     

 

1. It's said that "Traditional crafts have no place in today’s society” Write a report for your 

school magazine in which you discuss this statement about the importance of preserving 

such crafts and the best ways to achieve this goal .     

 

2. Write two paragraphs about an art or cultural event that you have been to or have read 

about. The first paragraph should say what was good about it, and the second should 

contain any criticisms that you may have.    

 

 

 

ABEER ATHREH 
 

 

 



 

Answers: 

Question Number One  

A.  
1. scientists or teachers 

2. they like learning even more if they are presented with information in an interesting and 

challenging way 

3. post 

4. Most young people communicate through social media, by which they send each other 

photos and messages via the Internet and post it 

5. Computers 

6. either about their own lives or as if they were someone famous. 
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Question number two: 

A.  
Smart phone / connect with / security sittings / program 

B. Opposstion  

C. Negotiation / solve / proficient / fluent / improvement / calculate / discovery / 

successfully / dominant  

Question number three 

A. were caught / had worked would be / lived / will be attached / will have 

received  
B. he/she had studied …. / if I were you , I would join… / I am used to having a 

traffic… 

Question number four:  

on / didn’t use  / aren’t used to / when / which / gets  

Question number five  

A. Chip /  . / floppy / which / shared /  

 

B. There are many things will people be doing in the future such as working 

in …. And travelling by ….. . Also, they use…. / studying by … . 


	2. Hind ………………. very hard for several weeks before she did her final exams.
	( work - worked - had worked - will work )
	3. Joining a gym can be very tiring at first if you ……….doing much exercise.
	(    didn't use to   ,    aren't used to    ,     haven’t used to  ,  weren’t use to  )

